BINGO
Welcome to the Great Minnesota Get-Together! This BINGO game may be used by
individuals attending the State Fair or by groups to compete against one another. As you
explore the State Fair, make sure to keep a lookout for items on your card. All of the items
included may be obtained free of charge, although they require a camera or smartphone for
proof of a BINGO. Lastly, remember to have fun at the 2018 Great Minnesota Get-Together!

How to play:
Fill out a blank BINGO card randomly with any numbers from 1-75. Once your numbers are
written in the card, look at the “BINGO Find List” to see which “Find” corresponds with each
number you’ve filled out on your card. Now, these are the things you need to find! Find an item
on your card, take a picture as proof (with permission if it is of or with another person), and
check that space off on your card. Create a diagonal, vertical or horizontal BINGO to win. If you
choose to do so, you can add difficulty and get creative in the ways you can win (look at the
following “Ways to Win” page for ideas)!

Rules:
1. Please note that employees of the Minnesota State Fair are not available to take questions
or phone calls about BINGO.
2. Items cannot serve a dual purpose. For example, if you find a bacon food item that is part of
a food demonstration, it only counts as one item. It can’t be used to meet the requirements
for both “bacon anything” and “a demonstration involving food.”
3. Groups or individuals coordinating BINGO are responsible for providing their own prizes if
they choose to do so. The Minnesota State Fair will not provide prizes.
4. Please be respectful of State Fair property, employees and guests.
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starting in any corner

BINGO FINDS LIST

How to play: These items correspond to the numbers you used to fill out your BINGO card. For example, if you have
#55 written on your card, you would need to take a picture of a blue ribbon zucchini to check off that space. Remember:
A picture or the actual item provides proof of a BINGO. Good luck!
1. 2018 Commemorative Art (original artwork)

39. A guitar player strumming

2. Double fisting food (ex. a corndog in one hand & a turkey
leg in the other)

40. You or a member of your group hugging a cardboard cutout
of a human

3. Bacon anything

41. An artsy snapshot of a blue Skyride car

4. A fanny pack

42. A live broadcast (radio or television)

5. One of the State Fair’s mascots, Fairchild or Fairborne

43. The biggest hog you ever did see

6. A John Deere tractor

44. A sombrero

7. A robotics demonstration

45. A kitchen utensil that is guaranteed to change your life

8. Something on-a-stick that isn’t a food or a fan

46. A dairy cow

9. A butter sculpture being carved

47. A group photo with fair letters at Alphabet Forest
spelling “BINGO”

10. A giant stuffed animal almost as big as the person
carrying it

48. A mounted patrol officer on a horse

11. A tree sculpture featuring an animal

49. A demonstration involving food

12. A yellow microphone at Giant Sing Along

50. An artsy snapshot of the Space Tower

13. A group in matching T-shirts

51. A free sample that has the color red on it or in it

14. An unoccupied bench

52. Cowboy boots with bling

15. A fish that isn’t a bass or trout

53. More than 10 apples in the same photo

16. A crocheted item that isn’t clothing

54. A hive of bees

17. A shirt that references “Minnesota Nice” or something
about life in Minnesota

55. A blue ribbon-winning zucchini

18. The Great Big Wheel

57. A selfie with an animal

19. A Minnesota sports team mascot

56. A free reusable bag with a company logo on it

20. A belt buckle with words on it

58. A BMX biker, skateboarder, stunt dog or other
entertainer mid-air

21. High-five with a corn on-the-cob eater

59. The J.V. Bailey House

22. A temporary tattoo (Only counts if you’re wearing it.)

60. A sports team’s jersey... preferably Minnesota!

23. An award-winning sculpture in the Fine Arts Center

61. A root beer barrel

24. A solar-powered light

62. A sign with the words “World’s Best”

25. An animal wearing clothing (ex. llama in costume or a
dog in a sweater)

63. A “vote” sign, button, flier, etc.

26. An animal walking in the street

65. A steel sculpture of an animal

27. A group of at least three people wearing paper hats
28. A squirrel feasting on some leftover grub
29. A lumberjack sawing through a log
30. Someone wearing blaze orange
31. Your feet on the big map in the History & Heritage Center
32. A horse, of course
33. A bucket of Sweet Martha’s Cookies

64. A group photo at the historic Streetcar Arch
66. A topiary
67. A trolley
68. The monsters outside of The Haunted House
69. A scarecrow
70. Someone dancing spontaneously
71. The wheel at Ye Old Mill

34. An animal wearing a competition number

72. A piece of merchandise for sale that can only be
used outdoors

35. A free pencil from a State Fair exhibitor

73. A Mighty Midway or Kidway ride that spins

36. A princess in a tiara

74. Something showing the outline of the State of Minnesota

37. An animal less than a week old

75. A celebrity! (local or otherwise)

38. A technological advancement that promotes
“being green”
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FREE

Good Luck!

